WIRE GUARDS

Short Specification:
Louvers International Wire Guards are constructed from tempered steel wire
and welded into a rectangular grid pattern of 2″ x 2 ½″ for the ultimate in protection.
The standard length of 47 ¾″ allows for clearance of end panels so you can
protect one or an entire strip of 4 foot fluorescent light fixtures.
Mounting options include direct attachment with our special clips or hinged
attachment allowing a swing-away guard for ease of maintenance. Also available
in a light-duty 14 gauge wire or heavy duty 11 gauge wire suitable for almost
any environment where fluorescent light fixtures are exposed to forceful contact.
These high quality wire guards are protected with a durable and weather -resistant
powdercoat epoxy and then finished in polyester chrome or white. Other colors
and finishes are available as special order.
Because of the many options available to you with this product line, please call
your Louvers sales representative today for additional information.

Ordering Information:
PART #

DESCRIPTION

LI-WG

Wire Guards

ORDERING PROCEDURE: Access your fixture and record the following information. Then, call Louvers International to place your order.
A
B
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D
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G

Choosing Guard Type - See illustrations on second page. (D through O.) Indicate which guard type you are interested in by letter.
Mounting Width - Edge to edge. See reflector measuring guide.
Overall Length- Measure from end to end along the edge of the light fixture.
Choose Mounting Option - See next page (A,B,C)
Choose Wire- Heavy duty = 11 Gauge or Light Duty = 14 Gauge
Choose Finish - White, Polyester, Chrome or Custom
Call Louvers International- For a precise fit, send a fixture or consult a Louvers International sales representative to measure and help you
determine how this product will best fit your needs.
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